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I. INTRODUCTION

Let {fl"l be a sequence of partitions of [ I. I].

\
~( Ii !

. 1

Let {Snfl be the sequence of cubic spline interpolants associated with :Il,,:
and a function f defined on [ I. I]. Then S"I is cubic in each interval
[x;""x;~n S"fbelongs to C2[~I, IJ. S"f(x:'Il) ..=j(xin )), i= 0, ... 11, and
(S" j)' (._-1) "CO (S,,!)' (I) O. In [7] one of us established that iflE C[-- J. )].

p for all 11. (I)

and
I (" I

Q" = mfx 17i~-'-'7;1;"
1--i-1 I,:':!

Q '. :2

for all 11. where h;"' o. xl><' xJ"i. then

max I l - S,JI
lxi,<I' .

(3)

where w(f; 8,,) is the modulus of continuity of f and 8" '-'= max, hi"l is the
mesh gauge. Consequently, S"f -->-f uniformly on [·-1, I), if 8n -->- O. For
other such convergence results see [2. 3, 5, 8, 9].

In this paper we investigate the behavior of {S,J}:._l if f has a jump dis
continuity at x =c O. We establish (Theorem 1) pointwise convergence of
Snf(x) to f(x) if 8" -->- 0, for all points x L 0. Golomb [5, Theorem 5J has
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established L"-convergence of S,J to f under stronger conditions onl and for
uniform meshes {lIn} only. See also Swartz and Varga [10].

We also show (Theorem 2) uniform convergence on [-I, I] of S,Jifj' has
a finite number of jump discontinuities. Both Theorems I and 2 present
cxplicit error bounds as well as asymptotic behavior.

2. CONVERGENCE THEOREMS

First somc notation. Let l~, [- I, I], J =c [ -I, -a14] U [ai4, I],
K ~ I ~ J, L [~ I, -- ai 2] U [aI2, I], where a is specified below. Let
u,\/ =~ sup { u(x) : x EM} and WA/(u; 17) cc supe u(x2 )- u(xl ) : Xi M

and X 2 ~ XI : hi for M -- /, J, K or L. Also set Ko ~~ K {OJ and
10 I - {O).

Our first result establishes that introducing a discontinuity at x 0 in the
function does not destroy the pointwise convergence of {S,J(X):'~1 tof(x) at
points where f is continuous.

THEOREM L Let fE CUo) and be bounded on /, Choose {lIn: so as to
satisfy (I) and (2). For an arbitrary (but fixed) aE(O, I) the cubic spline inter
polant Snf satisfies

U - S,J)(x) 2o"Ll" I
a \

a i 2. (4)

6(1 \ 2 3/ /"
P) max I 2 _ Q' \ ' I K ,

4 --- 3P - 2Q
K

2
-- ---------

2(2 - Q)
and Ll" = f(a/4) -f(-a/4).

Hence for all X 0, {S,J(x)} converges tof(x) if8n -'>- O.

Proot: Fix n and delete the superscripts for ease of notation. Let

it = min{i I Xi -aI2l, i" = max{i I X, aI2}.

Further, deflne g E C[~ J, 1] by

g(x) fIx), x E J,

= f(-a/4) + ~ (j(a/4) - f( -a/4))(x + a/4),, a ' ' xc K.

If Sn g is the cubic spline interpolant of g, then from [7, Theorem 2],1

Ig - Sng!l ~ ~~(i~-Q:QWI(g; 8,,),

I This bound was improved in the final form of [7, Theorem 2].

(5)
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But (vJ( g; 0,,) c= wJCf; On) and (VK( g; 0,,)
2(o,Ja)!f(a!4) f( a(4)]. Thus

4 i 3p·" 2Q [ .. ) ..28(lIjLl..1I .j'.··"2(i---Q)-- wl/; 0" . (6)

Now consider the splines SrI g S,J which satisfks s(x,) 0 for
X j E J, sex;) g(x;) f(x;) for x K and .1'( I) s'(!) o. For x L

(g S,J)(x)

i( g- S" g)(x) (S"g· S,J)(x).
(7)

The first quantity on the right is bounded in (6), and we now proceed to
bound the second quantity.

Now for I i i[ , and i2 n.

x x" (8)

where .X ~ x - Xi-[ and where H:J and H 4 are cubic polynomials given in
[6, p. 212]. We will prove that there exists a constant K1 such that i .1/ KI

for I i i1 and i2 i 11. Then as in [7, p. 4] it will follow from (8)
that

i S(X)i (9)

If we show that K 1 c= 24(1 P) max{2(2 - Q, 3}I'fh, then (9) coupled
with (6)-(7) will establish (4).

Towards this end, one could solve for the unknown Hermite coordinates
{s/}~:~ of sex) via the well known relationship [I].

Ii
-,--'- (Sill
Ii 1

I, 2, .. ., 1/ I. (l0)

As in [6], we write this system as

MX = F (II)

where X == (.1[', .12'"", S~.l)f. Note that [F); c- 0 (at least) for i i[ 2 and
i2 - 2, if 0" .< a/16.

Motivated by the method of proof in [7], we transform (II) so that the
modified coefficient matrix has a bounded inverse and the slopes s/, for

i l and i i 2 , are bounded.
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M

where Mu is (II 2) h -j 2), and AI:!:l is (n -- i2 2) (n ~- i;'. 2)
Further (in the notation of [4, p_ 31 J), define the elementary matrices

Q, ~'c E,i -I( ---I11"'_l!e,),

R, cc, E/I 1( -1/1/1 __ L/C;), i, - 1/ I.

where

,tiC

-;\11(:' ill I:! 0

M:!I M:'.'2 M:!3

0 Jr, ... i\1::~l J

\
,1 (J)

- 111

with

["
., hi 1

",
~~

"-

"J ~~//
~

and
/r" ' I

~ ~Jc r,

2 2.

Next, define two diagonal matrices D1 -, dg{dj}l: and D:!

/1' - I, i j 2 and i., 2( u

2(/r, /r, 1)' i 1 3 i" 3,

{121
.- C iT 2 and ;'2 :2(11 ,

L i l 3 i;! 3.

Now (11) is equivalent to

17 -!

11- 1

(12)
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Let N D:/MCD1] = I B. Then, noting that Ci

i j 2, and c,~h, ,- 2hitl for iz - 2

B max{Q/2. ~} < I.

2h, (3/2) hiC! for
11 I. we have

Hence I N-I max{2/2 Q. 3). This. coupled with

yields

I Filcc 6(1 12(1 P)!if.J. .

12 m'lx \__?_- 3/ (I -- P) I',' f !K' 12-- Q' \ . ,I
(13 )

We now show that (13) implies s/-~ [XL KI , for i
iz -- I 11 - 1. From [4. p. 31].

Qi
l

E'i'l(lIIiin/mii)'

R; 1 ~~ E"-l(III" 1/111 /;);

I and

so C-I (PiJ, where. by direct calculation, Pu = 0 except

fJii~= I. i = j

.I

j i-

and

and i, ~ I 11 -- 1.

We next note that [DlC-IXL
(13), I S:,~z i <: K]/2 and ls;,_z
for Iii, +- I and i~ 1
that

Xi for il 2. iz "). hence from
- K1/2. Now. since [DIe 1XL [C-IXL

11- I. we have from the form of C- I

Si
I lilli-II I

I
Ktf2, for

111 il
Si,1

I
III ii- I

,
Si S;~l

I
Kj /2, for iz

n1i/:
11-- I.

Therefore i .1'/ <; K j for I i j _l- I and iz - 1
establishes (9) and hence the theorem.

11 I. which
Q.E.D.

COROLLARY I. Let f be a boul1dedfimction on [--I, I]. with discol1til1uties
at fi ,1m. but continuous elsewhere 011 [~1, 1]. Next. let {fl,J satish'
(1) and (2). If a 0 is so chosen that

~j $ [~i-- a/2, ti -+- a12]; i cf· j; i.j = 1,2..... 117. (14)
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'"
K = U [~i - 0/4, tit- 0/4],

i'-.---l

J = 1 ~~ K,

155

and

then

Ll" = max
1··-j'1/I

(] 5)

for x E L. Hence, for x T ti' I
8n -)- O.

i :c:;: 111, Sn!(x) converges to f(x), i{

Proof The proof follows that of Theorem 1, with the new definitions for
J, K, L, and Ll" .

COROLLARY 2. 1{ the hypotheses of Corollary] are satisfied, and f is

Lipschitz continuous on [-I, tl)' (~l , ~2)' (~l ,f2)'"'' and (~iII' I]. with
Ll/Jschitz constants iF; , respectively, i = I, 2, ... , rn -, I, then

)U - S,J)(x)! [K1 -+ (5j2) iF*] 8n (J 6)

for I x I ::> aj2, where!f* c= max{iF, f 2Ll,,/a}. Hence,/or x 7'. fi,

I ~:;;i m~'L

S,J(x) converges to !(x), i{8 r,-)- O.

Prool We first note that f is Lipschitz continuous on 10 = J - {tj}7~1 '
with Lipschitz constant iF*. The proof follows that of Theorem 1, with the
exception of the use of

which was given in [7, Theorem 3].
Our final result concerns cubic spline approximation of continuous func

tions possessing continuous derivatives at all but a finite number of points.

THEOREM 2. LetfEC[-l, 1],f'EC(lo), where 10 = [-I, I] '-{~j}7~1'

Let l' be bounded on 10 , Let {lln} be an arbitrary sequence o{ partitions o{
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I, I], 11ith 8" ' ~ O. Then 5,J eonrerges to r ullijormly all [ I, I]. 111 fact,

Stir I I II III ()// . ( 17)

Proal. The Mean Value Theorem applie~ to each interval [ I, f,].
[fl ' f:,j,. ... [f,,, . I]. and hence, if XI and x" belong to the same interval, e.g.
[f, ' foJ then /(x 1) -- /(X'2) f' I" X, X".

AI~o iL say, XJ (C [fl ,f'2] and x! [fc. fJ then

1(\1 / ,L .

Hence! is Lipschitz on [ I, I] with Lipschitz con~tant I' I,,'

But from [7. Theorem 3], we have (17).
In essence, Theorem 2. states that the order of convergence of a sequence of

cubic spline interpolants to a function/is unchanged if the condition "I C'"
is replaced by "I is piecewise continuously ditl'~rcntiablc."

In tile ~pirit of the above di~cussion, a close Il)ok at the proofs 01'
[3. Theorem I] and [6, Theorem I] indicale~ similar re~ult~ when C'" 1(1].
and \\hCil f'"'' is piecewise continuous, III 2.. ,. or 4. To he more ~pecitic.

relation 17) of [6] remains valid if/ CI in each open interval (x" x, I):

Taylor'" formula with remainder still applies. Thi~ c;en he guaranteed simpi"
by requiring all points of discontinuity of I' Ii In he mesh points of each n,.
A similar modification of the proof in [3] yield~:

TIIIOI<lVI3. Let m 2.3, or 4, Ie! ! C" 'I L 11, and lei I' 'he
cOlllinuous alld bounded all /0 . Lei: I I,,: be a se(/uellce o!paflitiolls 01 l 1. ii,
Hi!1! (J., > 0, such that each discolltil1uitl· olf""'. s;. is a mesh poill! oln" .
/I 1.2...... Theil (5,,/)'" eOlll'erges to fi". ulli/offn/l 0/1 [ I. II,
o r III I. /n faet,

1(5,.1 £: I';.f
). h'"

I"
(I Xl

the cOII.\Wms E,,,, are gire/! in [3, TaMe 11.'2

Remark. If m 4 in (18), then (5,,/ /)1'11 lX, I i~ to be interpreted as a
right- "r left-hand derivative at the mesh point Xi .

3. EXAMPLES

We include two examples to illustrate the convergence results. The first is
an example of spline approximation of a function with a discontinuity at the
origin. and the second of a function with a discontinuity in slope at the origin.

'Since f' is defined at the endpoints, S"f is chosen so that <S,J)"{x,) {(x,). i 0, II.

See b.amples 1 and 2.
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EXAMPLE I. f(x)~c X 2 I,~· I x O. and f(x) x,O x I.
with 81 ~c 1/4, O2 = 1/8, and 0;] ~= 1/l6. See Figures I. 2. and 3, respectively.

EXAMPLE 2. f(x) x, -I .x I, with 81

0:1 Ii 16. See Figures 4, 5, and 6, respectively.
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